Vera Wang Presents Miss Fashion Week
Pittsburgh Grand Finale
Fashionista Vera Wang will be shooting her Reality show for Miss fashion Week at the Columbia
during the Miss Fashion Week Grand Finale
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VeraWang Presents- Miss Fashion Week Grand Finale
Pittsburgh, PA- October 27nd, 2017 - Vera Wang, Miss

Fashion Week Pittsburgh, in association with R-Theory Productions and Big Apple IMC, announced
today they will be hosting the Grand Finale of Miss Fashion Week Pittsburgh. This event is the
culmination of all the contestants in the junior, petite, runway and plus size division’s hard work
throughout the year! The winner will receive 5k.
The Show will begin on October 29th at 2:00pm located at the Columbia Room, 250 Swinderman Rd,
Wexford, PA 15090. Tickets are available for individual purchase at the door for $50.00 or VIP tables
for $60.00.
The theme of the show will be One World One Stand, a movement dedicated to use fashion to
highlight the racial dived in this country. ” There will be people sharing the stage from all races, and
backgrounds, my goal is to show that we do have common interest. I want to attempt to make a
difference.” Says CEO of Miss Fashion Week Pittsburgh Dawn McNulty. Miss Fashion Week main
goal is to stop “Fat Shaming” and to let women of all sizes know they are beautiful.
The show will be hosted by celebrities Big Apple IMC and Tiffany D, with special performances by
Dane Blackson (the nephew of comedian Michael Blackson,) Young Swiper upcoming Artist, and DJ
Spillz on the turn tables. There will be a Fashion show during the competition, as well as various
prizes given away throughout the day.
The venue will include both food and drink , as well as vendors with products for sale encompassing
all health, beauty and fashion trends. **Kinldy Note Fashionista Vera wang will be filming for her
reality show Miss Fashion Week**
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